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Across

1 Teams take on the French way of ridng (10)

6 Bird spike reported (4)

10 Particle velocities not all unchanging (5)

11 Setters amazed about answers and clues initially forming a 

hypercube (9)

12 European attire set for resistance being spherical or egg-shaped 

(8)

13 Islamic leader stopping to burn furniture (5)

15 Very cold environment where literacy doesn't start evolving 

(3,4)

17 Country where essence of raisins is used to stuff fish (7)

19 Suspend boxer, perhaps for being shamefaced (7)

21 Badger's home was first to be colonised (7)

22 Standing up before one leaves performance (5)

24 Embracing German after trouble with exercising at home (8)

27 During depression, argue about missing the point of sweetener 

(5,4)

28 Beginnings of itineraries announced (5)

29 Catches half of what some viscounts put on their heads (4)

30 Stew of pureed rats seen in airport lounge (10)

Down

1 Special sort of lawyer (4)

2 Actor Craig informally shielding very lazy American director 

(5,4)

3 Voles worried by what you're trying to do (5)

4 Hesitant Ted receives Italian ambassador (7)

5 Polite, becoming Pole flies off the handle (5,2)

7 Tree-dweller climbing the way they do in Oklahoma (5)

8 Later looking for a hospital (10)

9 Chubby teen worried, though not by mast (8)

14 Trips over each child at holiday time (4,6)

16 Socialist icon the last to get the bird (8)

18 Ill-tempered about writer accepting large donation primarily for 

glory (9)

20 A little bit of the moon found over in Georgia (7)

21 Vegetable was open for reconstruction (4,3)

23 Father dropping off cargo just before 9 (5)

25 Pack nothing in pastry (5)

26 Fool accepts 1000 requests (4)


